
Mosspark Primary School - A City of Trash 

 

The Eco-Commi�ee focussed on the issue of li�ered drinks packaging, carrying out Clean Ups and 

surveys of the area surrounding the school to find out how big the problem is.  A"er speaking to local 

people, the children decided to make a sculpture of Glasgow from drinks containers, sharing the 

message that they do not want to see their home turned into “a city of trash”. 

For further information see www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ecoschools 

Pupils from schools in Glasgow and 

surrounding authorities were invited to 

take part in a competition to challenge 

young people to investigate why drinks 

packaging such as bottles, cans, coffee 

cups and juice cartons presents such a 

litter problem, and to explore potential 

solutions.  The competition asked 

entrants to consider the global impacts 

of single use drinks packaging.   

Each entry consisted of a collaborative 

piece of artwork, accompanied by a 

short report which explained their 

concerns and details findings and 

solutions they found.   

Out of 24 entries, twelve schools made 

the final judging panel and five were 

selected as finalists to have their work 

displayed in an exhibit at the Gallery of 

Modern Art in Glasgow in October 2017. 



“The children and some passersby agreed that the drinks li�er made our neighbourhood look terrible” 

“The youngest members of the Eco-Commi�ee said they thought plas�c bo�les were dangerous in our playground” 

“All the members of the commi�ee thought it is a problem in our school, our local area and from watching the news – 

it is a world problem” 

Mosspark Primary School: A City of Trash 

We began the journey to our drinks litter sculpture in the first meeting of the year for our Eco Committee. 

We had a discussion about drinks litter and all the members of the committee thought it is a problem in our 

school, our local area and from watching the news – it is a world problem. Jared, Ryan and Aira talked 

about news items they had seen where plastic is affecting wildlife in the sea far away from cities. Even the 

youngest members of the Eco-Committee said they thought plastic bottles were dangerous in our 

playground – that children could fall over them and that animals might become trapped in them. The 

committee also gave suggestions for what we could make out of plastic drinks containers. Dean, Jared and 

Ryan liked the idea of a picture showing plastic in the sea, Ross and Jake wanted to make a giant football 

from bottles and Aira thought of the idea of making a ‘city of trash’. We decided to use Aira’s idea and to 

have a litter pick around our local streets to find out if drinks litter is a problem in Mosspark. 

On Wednesday 20th September at 9:30am the Eco-Committee went out armed with litter pickers and bin 

bags. Our system was to pick up all types of litter but to put items of drinks litter in one particular bag to 

keep it separate. We found drinks bottles, cups and cans on every pavement on our route with a lot stuck 

under hedges and especially in front of the garages. Some bottles and cans had been squashed flat by 

traffic and some looked as if they had just been thrown down recently. The children and some passersby 

agreed that the drinks litter made our neighbourhood look terrible. When we returned to school we 

cleaned and laid out all the drinks litter so it could be counted. Overall we had collected 26 plastic bottles, 

15 cans and 6 plastic or polystyrene cups.  We then focused on the problem of drinks litter in our school 

and collected bottles from each class and from our playground over the week beginning 18th September. 

We had a special bin in each playground for putting empty drinks bottles in.  

The Eco-Committee then got together to sort out the bottles and to begin on making our sculpture. Our 

school secretary’s husband very kindly gave us a piece of wood for the base of our city and the first task 

was for Kayla and Rio to use shiny crushed drinks cans and any blue plastic from bottles to create a river 

flowing through the centre. Erin, Aiden, Jack and Sienna used bottles to make bridges. Jake found any 

bottles, lids or labels that were green and made a park. Chloe made a futuristic ‘glass’ building like the 

science centre. Jared and Dean made an excellent crane. Aira made a ‘science centre tower’. Finally we 

added windows using scrap paper. 
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Find out more at www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org 

Sustainable Development Education: 

We provide education initiatives for children, young people and educators 

which focus on environmental issues to improve understanding and 

encourage positive action. Our work includes the Eco-Schools Scotland 

programme, teacher professional learning programmes connected to 

Learning for Sustainability, One Planet Picnic, Food and the Environment, 

Wrigley Litter Less and Young Reporters Scotland. 

Sustainability and Climate Change: 

We work with organisations and communities to help people to reduce 

carbon emissions, improve local areas and adapt to the impacts of climate 

change. We manage and develop the Sustainable Scotland Network, which 

works to improve the Scottish public sector's performance on sustainability 

and climate change and we administer the Government’s Climate 

Challenge Fund which provides support, resources, training and events to 

support communities taking action on climate change. 

Local Environmental Quality: 

We provide advice and support to help create and maintain cleaner, safer 

and healthier local environments where people and communities can thrive. 

We run programmes to award quality beaches and parks, two beautification 

campaigns - Beautiful Scotland and It’s Your Neighbourhood, the Clean Up 

Scotland campaign to build community pride, and a range of other 

community based projects for those wanting to improve their local 

environments. 

Environmental Services: 

We provide a range of environmental services including audits, Local 

Environmental Audit and Management System (LEAMS), carbon 

management measures, training, our National Award for Environmental 

Excellence®, corporate social responsibility support and a range of options 

and opportunities for conformity with the Procurement Reform Act. Through 

our work we aim to help people to change the way they think about the 

environment and encourage them to take action to improve and protect it.  


